Completely Bulgarian
7 DAY ROUNDTRIP

www.viptourvarna.com
Discover the Balkan

Day 1: Varna - Spare Time (10km)
Arrival at Varna. Welcoming at the international airport of Varna and transfer to your hotel for overnight and
spare time in the city.
Day 2: Varna - Arbanassi - Veliko Tarnovo (ca 229km)
Breakfast. Departure to Arbanassi. One of Bulgarias most beautiful villages. The houses, all in the typical
architecture of the “Bulgarian Revival” dating from the 16th and 17th century, are a magnet to all travellers
in search of authenticity. No wonder that this village is put under the care of the Bulgarian Heritage Trust.
Lunch.

In the direct vicinity lies Velika Tarnovo. Capital of the Second Bulgarian Empire (1187 - 1393). Build upon
3 hills; Tsarevets, Trapezitsa and Sveta Gora it is one of Bulgarias oldest city. During your visit you will be
shown all highlights of Veliko Tarnovo; The royal hill Tsarevets with the Patriarchate, remnants of the Royal
Residence and the Baldwin Tower. Afterwards we enter the city along the famous craftsmanstreets Gurko and
Samovodskata. Spare time until diner. Overnight.

Day 3: Veliko Tarnovo - Sofia (ca 220km)
Breakfast. Departure to Sofia. Founded by the Thracians 7000 years ago as Serdika and now the capital and
biggest city of the country. Tour around the centre: University, Parliament, russian church, roman rotunda St
George and the “Alexander Nevski Cathedral”. Inside its crypt you will find he richest collection of medieval
icons. Lunch and spare time. Diner and overnight.

Reservations and more information on
Info@viptourvarna.com
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Day 4: Sofia - Rila Monastery - Melnik - Bansko (ca 340km)
After breakfast we’ll head south into the Rila Mountains. Hidden between dense forests, at an altitude of
1140m prevails here peace and tranquility on the world famous Rila Monastery. It is not only the biggest but
also the most visited monastery on the Balkans. Because of the unique design, colourful frescos and religious
importance it has been declared a UNESCO world heritage site.

After a well deserved meal, you will continue the trip with Melnik. The smallest city in Bulgaria. Here we
make time for a stroll along the small, winding streets of Melnik, passing all major attractions. Visit to the
Kordopulova Huis. This private museum houses an excellent wine cellar cut out from the sandy hills surrounding the city. The full flavor and rich aroma, perfected during centuries of wine making, will prove you that
Bulgaria genuinely can be called a wine-making-country. Departure to Bankso for diner and overnight.

Day 5: Bansko - Plovdiv (ca 150km)
Breakfast. Guided tour around the historical centre of Bansko. This city is famous for year-round tourism.
During summer for hiking and during winter for skiing. Lunch will be served in a typical bulgarian restaurant
which still follows the old recipes. Departure to Plovdiv for diner and overnight.

Reservations and more information on
Info@viptourvarna.com
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Day 6: Plovdiv - Kazanlak (ca 140 km)
After breakfast we give full attention to the wonderful city of Plovdiv, the city of
artists. As one of the oldest inhabited cities in Europe the centre bursts of life, but
we are here for its history and Old Town. Visit of the Ethnographical Museum, St
Constantine & Helena church and the many patrician merchant houses from the
“Bulgarian Revival”. Tour in the Roman Theatre. Lunch and spare time.
In the afternoon we continue our journey. In the heart of the Rose Valley lies Kazanlak, world-know for its
rose oil production. The rose was brought from India, over Asia Minor and found here, in the Kazanlak region,
the micro climate it needed to produce the high quality oiI. Diner and overnight.
Day 7 : Rose Valley - Nessebar (ca 220km)
Breakfast. Visit to the Ethnographical Museum Damascena. Found between the heart of the Rose Valley,
Kazanlak and the centre of Balneology Pavel Bania. Here we visit the rose distillery which still works on
the same way like 340 years ago. This complex shows you first hand the traditional process of rose cooking.
This interesting visit we conclude with a rose liqueur and lunch with an amazing panoramic view on the Stara
Planina.

After lunch we leave for the coast and the Pearl of the Black Sea, Nessebar. Protected by the UNESCO world
heritage it lies on a small peninsula of only 2km on 800m but packed with history. Thracian, Greek, Roman,
Byzantine and off course Bulgarian traces are all found inside it city walls. Together with your guide you’ll
visit the typical architecture of the houses and the many early christian churches from the 6th, 10th, 11th, 14th
and 17th century.

Diner is served in a restaurant directly on the coastline with a breath taking view on the southern Black Sea
coast. Overnight.
Reservations and more information on
Info@viptourvarna.com
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*******************************************************************************************************
Price:
Price per person in double room from 775 Euro
(minimum 10 participant, depending season)
Inclusive:
Transport in a comfortable minibus with airco
6 Overnights in a middle class hotel 3* or 4*, in double room.
Half Board (6 x breakfast, 4 x lunch, 6 x diner)
All fees and supplements
All entrances and excursions according program
English speaking guide (Russian, Dutch, French, German guides also available)
Not inclusive:
Flight
Surcharge single room (30 BGN - 16 Euro)
Lunch on day 2, 5, 7
Tips
Expenses of personal nature
Upon Request:
Changes in the program
Lunch on day 3, 4, 6
Extension in Golden Sands

Reservations and more information on
Info@viptourvarna.com
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